IMDEX:

Seamlessly connecting drill-bit to office
Amid a period of rapid technological change in the
mining sector, IMDEX has established itself as a
leading global mining equipment, technology and
services company.
Throughout its technological advances, however,
IMDEX continues to adhere to its principal goal
– the delivery of easy-to-use and more accurate
quality solutions for drillers and mining companies.
“We want people to acquire as much information
as they can while the drilling is happening, or
immediately afterwards, but we must remember the
most important thing is that our tools can’t impact
drilling productivity,” IMDEX General Manager Product
Development, Michelle Carey, says.
Through its REFLEX and AMC brands, IMDEX provides
the full spectrum of drilling intelligence solutions,
including down-hole navigation, drilling optimisation,
driller operable geophysics, in-field geoanalysis and
structural geology.
As the amount of data being produced increases
exponentially, mining companies must determine
what information is relevant and how it can be best
interpreted. To assist rather than overwhelm clients,
IMDEX’s tools and software packages are fully
integrated, to allow for rapid interpretation and analysis.
No product better reflects IMDEX’s pursuit of seamless
integration than its cloud-based IMDEXHUB-IQ™
software system.
IMDEXHUB-IQ™ provides a complete software-as-

a-service solution for the collection, storage and
reporting of critical data from the field. The analytics
within IMDEXHUB-IQ™ converts the significant amount
of data collected by IMDEX’s instruments into relevant
information, which can be accessed anywhere and at
any time.
It means geologists in the field or exploration managers
in the corporate office can interact with drilling data in
real-time, streamlining the decision-making process.
Carey says the transparency built across multiple
streams of data also allows clients to plan their drilling
programmes with a level of confidence and accuracy
that was not possible previously.
“It is about accurate information, not just data
collection,” she says. “There has always been a love/
hate relationship between the geologist and the driller
but IMDEXHUB-IQ™ is a tool that can help them
communicate more clearly with each other,” added
Carey.
“It takes away that data-handling security issue and
gives companies chain-of-custody over their data,
using a model they can trust.
“This paperless system eliminates human error and
associated inefficiencies from the workflow. With
access to survey and in-field rock property data in
real-time, decisions can be made while the rig remains
operational on site.”
The ability to make decisions based on live data is
becoming imperative to miners and explorers, a trend
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IMDEX has been keen to incorporate into
IMDEXHUB-IQ™.
Thanks to a new collaboration with Seequent,
IMDEXHUB-IQ™ can now provide real-time 3D
visualisation of drill-hole data. The integration of the
two systems will allow live 3D data collected in the
field and synced to IMDEXHUB-IQ™, to be linked in
real-time to the same project in Seequent’s Central
geological data management solution. This will enable
3D visualisation of downhole survey and structural
geology data.
“Geologists are in a situation where they have to make
real-time decisions without access to data; currently
they don’t even always have the surveying data to
know where the hole is going,” Carey says. “We need
to make better, quicker decisions and we need the data
to allow us to do that.”
IMDEX’s partnership with Seequent is an example
of the Company’s willingness to partner with other
METS companies to ensure it can provide end-to-end
solutions.
“I think companies expect METS providers to work
together to provide solutions that add up to more
than the sum of their parts,” Carey says. “Most people
hate software that locks them in and most companies
have been burnt by equipment suppliers who can only
deliver one component of the solution. But, people
embrace change when they can think of it end-to-end.
By collaborating with other providers, we ensure our
solutions remain relevant and useable.
“Integration is very important to IMDEX and has been
in our minds from the start,” Carey says.
“An open ecosystem where data is securely shared is
vital, allowing clients to transfer data from IMDEXHUBIQ™ into their geological software programmes.”
The power of IMDEXHUB-IQ™ is growing as users
extract ever more data from IMDEX’s wide-ranging
suite of down-hole instruments and tools. The
Company has released a series of new products
in recent years with tools such as the REFLEX IQLOGGER™ already being widely adopted in the
industry.
The REFLEX IQ-LOGGER™ is a hand-held structural
logging device, which simply runs along the orientation
line on diamond core. Depth is recorded at all times
and structural measurements taken at a press of a
button.
“The idea of taking days or even weeks to collect and
interpret structural geology data just isn’t feasible
anymore,” Carey says. “We wanted to provide a tool
which could speed up the structural logging process

and give structural geologists accurate data. We think
it will encourage people to want to acquire more
oriented drill core to get structural information as soon
as possible.”
It is a similar situation with IMDEX’s fleet of downhole navigation solutions. The Company has been at
the forefront of downhole navigation tools for four
decades and continues to produce instruments which
provide accurate, reliable information in all ground
conditions, including both magnetic and non-magnetic
ground. Its latest product releases are driller-operable,
eliminating the need for additional costs of third-party
gyro services providers and technicians.
“Down-hole surveying has been a very core part of the
business historically,” Carey says.
“We have developed new north seeking gyro
technology [including REFLEX EZ-GYRO™ and
REFLEX GYRO SPRINT-IQ™] as the industry is moving
away from magnetic based technology and we want to
say to clients whatever survey tool you need, we have
the solution. And whatever tool you choose we wrap it
in our solution.
“Our downhole navigation solution has delivered
demonstrable productivity benefits and increased
accuracy, giving the geologist continual trace of holes
and more accurate data which can then be moved
through IMDEXHUB-IQ™,” Carey says.
The integration between IMDEXHUB-IQ™, the
Company’s range of drilling solutions and third-party
software providers is the culmination of several years
of development within IMDEX. Carey believes now is
the time to roll such capabilities out into the industry
and see how geologists and drillers use and interpret
it.
“We think we know what geologists need and the
uptake has been really good, but we recognise how
long it takes technology to be fully embraced, not just
taken up by the early adopters,” she says.
“We are taking these solutions to companies as best
practice and I think you’ll see much wider adoption in
coming years.
“For the last 4-5 years we have been building the
plumbing, now we can put the platform on top.”
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